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Abstract

What drives individuals to condone state torture? This paper advances our un-
derstanding through a brief systematic literature review and an exploratory analysis
of existing studies. It reviews and probes the results of prior research collectively in
order to serve as a starting point for future research. It finds that, across a selection
of existing survey experiments, certain sub-groups are influenced by variations in the
context in which torture take place, while others hold categorical views. In democracies
especially, insights into what shapes public attitudes towards state torture, and among
whom, can be informative for the protection of human rights.
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1 Introduction

What drives individuals in the public to condone their government’s use of torture? Public

support for torture is puzzling because of long-standing and widely-held norms against it.1

Respect for individual human rights, and freedom from cruelty and unusual punishments

have emerged as moral absolutes among modern states, Western cultures and most major

religions. These norms are institutionalised in international humanitarian law, which most

nations of the world have signed onto.2 Yet, torture puts adherence to international norms

and law to ‘a hard test’, since torture is often used in high-stakes and high-threat situations.3

In the context of post-9/11 security threats, many Western nations have expanded their use

of harsh interrogation and extreme detention.4 In the USA, harsh interrogation has been

coupled with national security, counterterrorism and anti-Muslim sentiments, making the

issue highly politicised along partisan lines and the subject of much popular debate.5

This paper contributes to our understanding of the factors that shape public opinion

on government uses of torture. It begins with a brief systematic literature review. The

review is made brief by summarising the main individual traits and contextual factors which

prior research has found to shape opinions on torture, while only discussing theories and

mechanisms in general terms.6 Who tends to support torture and who tends to oppose?

What information about the context surrounding a case of torture do individuals factor in?

Next, data from a selection of prior empirical studies is used to conduct an exploratory

analysis of the interaction between individual traits and contextual factors. What external

factors cause individuals to become more or less supportive of torture, and among whom?7

The analysis finds that, across a selection of similar survey experiments with US samples,

variations in context only influence some types of people. In particular, men, Caucasians,

Conservatives and Republicans become more likely to support torture when the target is

described as Arab, Muslim or terrorist, as opposed to Caucasian or criminal. Information

that torture violates international law primarily reduces support for torture among women,

Caucasians, Liberals and Democrats.
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The systematic literature review and exploratory analysis in this paper reflect its aim to

serve as a starting point for future research.8 By considering the results of prior empirical re-

search collectively, it identifies secondary effects that have not been systematically tested. By

conducting sub-group analyses across several existing datasets, it provides credible grounds

for a generalisable empirical pattern. Further research is needed to detect and explain the

sub-group specific mechanisms driving support for torture. Developing an understanding of

torture-attitude formation is of particular importance in democracies, where citizens’ per-

ceptions of government human rights abuses can, and do, influence government actions.9 In

democracies especially, insights into what shapes public attitudes towards state torture, and

among whom, can be informative for policy makers and advocacy groups seeking to protect

human rights.

2 Briefly: prior research

What do we know about public opinion on torture? This literature review covers empiri-

cal studies of public opinion of government uses of torture in democracies. Several scope

conditions bound the material selected for review. The review focuses on studies of public

opinion on torture, generally defined as the deliberate infliction of pain or suffering on a

person, usually for the purpose of obtaining information, or as a means of coercion.10 This is

narrower than the study of public perceptions of human rights,11 which can include torture

but also includes other personal integrity violations such as surveillance and mass arrests.

Further, the review specifically relates to support for government uses of torture; this dif-

fers from individuals’ willingness to perpetrate torture and from individuals’ understandings

of what constitutes torture. Additionally, the review reports on peer-reviewed empirical

research within the social sciences.12 To select material which meet these conditions, the

review draws on a key-word search of the Scopus and Web of Science databases, followed by

a manual selection process, resulting in 53 articles spanning the 2007-2019 time period.13
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2.1 Support for torture in the aggregate

The articles selected span an array of social science disciplines –including political sci-

ence, psychology, law, public opinion and conflict studies– and, as a result, draw on diverse

theoretical underpinnings. For brevity, this review decouples the empirical findings from the-

oretical motivations and interpretations. A summary of the main empirical findings is given

below, followed by a general presentation of different theoretical perspectives on torture.

2.1 Support for torture in the aggregate

As the topic is centered on public opinion, empirical studies have primarily relied on survey

methods. Through surveys, scholars have sought to establish the level of support for torture

amongst individuals in the public. Interest in public opinion on torture increased with the

graphic revelations of the US government’s practice of torture in the Abu Ghraib prison and

Guantánamo Bay detention center in 2004, and as a result, most public opinion surveys have

been based in the USA and consider torture in a counterterrorism context.1415 Generally,

US opinion polls in the post-9/11 time period reveal close margins, hovering around 50-50

support-oppose.16 Cross-national surveys conducted around the same time have found higher

levels of opposition in most other democratic countries, with the exception Israel, where the

public is also quite evenly split.17

2.2 Individual-level traits

Outside of measuring aggregate levels of support, surveys (predominantly from the USA)

paint quite a picture of individual differences in support for torture. Considering the findings

collectively, several sub-groups of respondents appear more inclined to support torture: Re-

publicans, Conservatives, men, Caucasians, veterans, those with less education, those with

lower income, younger people and patriots. Democrats, Liberals, women, civilians with no

military experience, those with more education and older people support torture less.18 In

a rare cross-national study of 31 countries which includes individual-level predictors, men,

those with less education and younger people are more in favor of torture.19 Religion is
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2.3 Contextual factors

a complicated individual trait: those who identify strongly with a certain religions tend

to support torture more than the non-religious20 but stronger levels of religiosity increases

opposition to torture21 and religious orthodoxy among those unaffiliated with a particular

religion increases support for torture.22

Several attitudes, ideologies and personality types are also correlated with support for

torture.23 Retributivism,24 right-wing authoritarianism (RWA),25 social dominance orienta-

tion (SDO),26 support for corporal punishments27 and interpersonal distrust28 are associated

with increased support for torture. RWA and SDO have been identified as risk-factors for

torture support not only among Americans but also in Swedish and German populations.29

In contrast, democratic values such as liberty and equality, tolerance, empathy, and belief

in the equality of legal rights are associated with lower support for torture.30

2.3 Contextual factors

A subset of empirical studies have included experiments, in surveys or laboratory settings.

These studies provide evidence of how contextual factors affect opinions on torture: in survey

experiments and laboratory experiments, researchers craft hypothetical torture scenarios and

compare levels of support for torture across variations of these scenarios.

In experiments, support for torture has been found to depend on characteristics of the

target of torture and the situation in which torture occurs. Individuals are more likely to

support the use of torture when the target is described as a terrorist, an insurgent, Arab,

Muslim or member of a radical Islamist group.31 Other characteristics that have been found

influential include the target’s level of culpability,32 history of bad acts33 and likelihood of

possessing valuable information.34 The tactics used by the target also matter: support for

torture increases when torture is applied in response to a violent opposition movement35 or

an incident that is reminiscent of a terror attack.36

Some studies find a ‘reciprocity effect’: support for torture is more likely when the

target’s country also uses torture, and less likely when the target’s country treats prisoners
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2.4 Theory

humanely.37 Information that torture occurs at the hands of one’s own government increases

support for torture by other nations38 and leads people to describe torture as more morally

justified.39 The moral reinforcement of torture depending on who perpetrates it has been

found both among American and British nationals.40

Other contextual factors relate to the broader social and legal context: information about

the illegality of torture under international law41 and greater levels of precision and delega-

tion in international law42 lower support for torture, while information that a peer group

supports the use of torture increases levels of expressed support for torture.43 One study

suggests that the impact of international law may not be generalisable across democracies:

information that one’s government violates international humanitarian law reduces support

for government abuses in India, but has no effect in Argentina, and increases support in

Israel.44

2.4 Theory

Public discussions of torture, such as in the media, among international and legal insti-

tutions, and in political discourse, tend to revolve around what constitutes torture– what

actions, specifically, count as torture. In academia, there has been less discussion around

which particular techniques should be included. Scholars who define torture explicitly usu-

ally cite the United Nations Convention Against Torture (UNCAT).45 With this common

understanding, the scholarly question of “what is torture” has more to do with what torture

is a case of. This is where scholarly perspectives diverge, and this divergence has resulted in

a wide variety of different theories on what shapes public attitudes toward torture. These

theories both motivate inquiry into different individual-level traits and contextual factors,

and guide the interpretation of empirical results.

Within the general line of inquiry into public opinion on torture, a large category of

research conceives of torture as a policy issue; a subject of political discussion and an item

on public opinion polls. Scholars with this perspective relate to theories which describe how
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2.4 Theory

the public forms preferences on matters related to foreign policy, national security and the

use of force.46 These theories primarily focus on the role of individual characteristics such

as party identification, political ideology, gender, RWA and SDO, military experience and

religiosity.47

Another class of scholars considers torture as a particular type of human rights violation:

while many forms of human rights violations affect a population as whole, torture tends to

target marginalised groups or those perceived to pose a direct threat.48 This approach leads

to the question of what makes individuals willing to tolerate government abuses directed

at particular groups. Scholars with this staring point consider theories related to inter-

group attitudes and interactions, such as threat perceptions, stereotyping, dehumanisation,

groupthink, victimisation and scapegoating.49 A general implication of these types of theories

is that characteristics of the target of torture, rather than characteristics of respondents in

public opinion surveys, matter. Characteristics such as the racial or ethnic identity of the

target are hypothesised as often likely sources of variation in threat perceptions and other

inter-group processes.

Others consider torture in the context of international humanitarian law (IHL), trans-

ferring elements from the state-level study of why states violate commitments to IHL to the

individual-level. These scholars look to variations in the legal context: awareness of IHL,

IHL enforcement mechanisms and particular characteristics of the law become explanatory

factors.50

Still other scholars see the study of public opinion on torture as an opportunity to study

how individuals reason when faced with moral dilemmas.51 From this point of view, ex-

plaining why individuals support their governments’ practice of torture requires identifying

different forms of reasoning that individuals apply in order to justify making exceptions to

generally held moral values. For example, scholars have sought to distinguish between util-

itarian/consequentialist, retributive and deontological justifications for the use of torture.52

Contextual factors such as the likelihood of torture success, the target’s identity, and the
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target’s culpability then become determinants of support for torture, operating through dif-

ferent forms of moral reasoning. The relevance of factors which suggest that using torture

might save lives, for example, would suggest a utilitarian “greater good” justification,53 while

the relevance of whether the suspect is described as a “terrorist” might suggest retributivist

motives.54 Irrelevance of any variation in circumstances would indicate a deontological, or

moral absolutist, stance of unequivocal opposition.5556

3 Exploratory sub-group analysis

Considering the results of prior research collectively, a secondary pattern seems to be ap-

parent: the impacts of several contextual factors appear to be conditional on respondent

characteristics. For example, only respondents with racist attitudes, authoritarian personal-

ity types and respondents self-identifying as Christian demonstrate the tendency to support

torture when the target is described as Muslim or associated with a radical Islamist group.57

Perceived personal threats only increase support for torture among those who identify highly

with their national ingroup.58 Men become more supportive of harsh torture techniques when

informed that the torture could be instrumental in stopping an attack, while women are gen-

erally less influenced by this information.59 While a message frame emphasizing prisoners’

suffering reduces support for torture in the aggregate, it increases support for torture among

Conservatives.60 As these conditional effects are generally not the focus of theories and

hypothesis tests, however, they tend to be reported as additional analyses or as avenues

for future research.61 We lack systematic evidence of how the effects of contextual factors

describing the circumstances of torture vary across different types of individuals.

To provide an exploratory starting-point, this paper uses replication data from a selection

of empirical studies which are relatively similar in research design. Specifically, the selection

consists of eight survey experiments conducted between 2008-2018 which investigate one

or more of the following contextual factors: target identity (Conrad et al. 2018, Piazza
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3.1 Results

2015, Wallace 2013;2014, study # 1, and Chu 2019 study # 4), the reciprocal use of torture

(Chu 2019 study #1- 4, and Wallace 2013;2014 study # 1), and international law (Wallace

2013;2014 study # 1 and Chilton 2016).62 The studies share a common general set-up:

subjects participate in an online survey where they read a scenario describing a hypothetical

case of torture by the US government or military. The experiment consists of randomly

assigning subjects to one of several versions of the scenario, and then measuring subjects’

support for the use of torture in the scenario they read. Because subjects are randomly

assigned to scenarios, this ensures that any difference in response is due to different contextual

factors across the scenarios, rather than pre-existing differences across subjects.

In order to make the results comparable across studies, the same analysis procedure

was applied to each study: linear probability models were estimated using a dichotomous

measure of support for torture.63 The conditional effects of contextual factors were assessed

by estimating the difference in probability of supporting torture across two scenarios, within

each subgroup of respondents defined by an individual trait. In order to reduce the risk of

false positives from conducting multiple comparisons, a limited number of individual traits

were tested.64 These are the pre-treatment covariates most consistently measured across

the studies selected: gender, race, education, partisanship, political ideology and military

experience.65 The risk of false negatives from small sample sizes and insufficient power

persists, but the consequences are ameliorated by the exploratory, hypothesis-generating

nature of the analysis.66

3.1 Results

Figure 1 shows an overview of the conditional effects found.67 The figure shows, for each

intersection of individual trait and type of contextual factor, whether the effect of the con-

textual factor is conditional, and according to which replication data. For example, the

impact of target identity is conditional on gender in data from three studies: Conrad et

al 2018, study #1 of Wallace 2013;2014 and Piazza 2015. Analyses of all other studies in-
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3.1 Results

cluding both a gender covariate and an identity treatment (Chu 2019, study # 4) do not

reveal any conditional effects. What this figure shows is the prevalence of certain conditional

effects; the impacts of target identity, reciprocity and international law are conditional on

gender, race, political ideology, partisanship and education about half of the time (in 50-75%

of studies with these treatment-covariate combinations). The possibility for triangulation

across the eight studies is greatest for the conditional effect of target identity by gender, race

and education: four studies by different authors yielded data for these tests.

Figure 1: Summary of conditional effects in select survey experiment studies

Replication data from eight survey experiment studies (listed in the Key) was used to assess conditional

effects. Grey cells indicate that the analysis of the study’s replication data found the type of contextual

factor (column) to be conditional on the individual trait (row).
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3.1 Results

Figure 2 depicts the conditional effects in greater detail: it shows, for specific subgroups

of survey respondents, the difference in probability of supporting torture comparing two

survey scenarios. The first four plots show how the impact of target identity on support for

torture varies across subgroups. Considering the results collectively, some consistent patterns

emerge. Describing the target of torture as Arab, Muslim-Islamic or terrorist (compared to

Caucasian, Anglo-Right-Wing or criminal) increases the probability of supporting torture,

but this effect is only observable among men, Caucasians, Conservatives, Republicans and

those with at most a high school education. Turning to the reciprocity effect, this effect is

only observable among Caucasians, males, Liberals, Moderates, Democrats, and the college-

educated. By nature of the comparison of scenarios, the reciprocity effect can be interpreted

two ways: information about the reciprocal of use of torture increases support for torture

among these subgroups, and information about humane conditions reduces support for tor-

ture among these subgroups. Finally, scenarios which included information that torture

is illegal under international humanitarian law (IHL) reduces the likelihood of support for

torture only among women, Caucasians, Liberals, Democrats, Moderates, civilians with no

military experience and the college-educated.
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3.2 Methodological differences

Figure 2: Conditional effects of target identity, reciprocity and international law on support for torture

The y-axis represents the difference in probability of supporting torture comparing two survey scenarios

(this is the Average Treatment Effect (ATE)). Plotted points indicate the ATE for each subgroup defined

along the x-axis (this is the Conditional Average Treatment Effect (CATE)). Solid lines denote 95 percent

confidence intervals. Each CATE is estimated via a linear probability model with a single

treatment-covariate interaction and no additional covariate adjustment.

3.2 Methodological differences

In contrast to the general pattern of conditional effects across the studies, the results of

two studies run in exactly the opposite direction. In Chu 2019 study # 3, Republicans and

Conservatives become less likely to support torture when the target’s country treats captured
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3.3 Discussion

soldiers humanely. In Wallace 2013;2014 study #1, women, Liberals and the college educated

are more likely to support torture against insurgents compared to ordinary combatants.

In these particular designs, it is possible that subjects used information in the scenario to

inform their beliefs in unanticipated ways, complicating comparisons across scenarios.6869 ex-

plores this issue deliberately in study # 3 by including a control scenario with no information

about the contextual factor of interest (the target’s country’s use of torture). 66% of respon-

dents assigned to the control scenario, Chu finds, believed the target’s country used torture.

It is possible that the study subjects used information about the target’s country (Yemen)

to inform their beliefs on how the target’s country treats prisoners. A similar problem may

account for the contradictory results in Wallace 2013;2014 study #1. In this study, the “in-

surgent” scenario describes the targets of torture as “not regular combatants”, creating the

possibility that subjects interpreted this information in unintended ways. More generally,

methodological differences ranging from sample size to abstractness in scenario content need

to be taken into account when considering the results collectively. The approach in this

analysis has been to select survey experiments with similar research designs.70

3.3 Discussion

The results can be interpreted in several different ways. That the impact of variations in con-

textual factors are only significant for certain subgroups of subjects in experimental studies

suggests that only some types of people change their opinions of torture based on contextual

factors, while others hold categorical views. This could be because certain types of people

care more about the factors in question– for example, we might deduce that international

law matters more to females, Caucasians, Liberals and Democrats. The same results could

be also interpreted as evidence that certain groups of people have more malleable opinions;

males, Caucasians, Republicans and Conservatives tend to respond to information suggest-

ing that torture is being used against an Arab, Muslim or terrorist. Or, perhaps the results

indicate that certain subgroups are more inclined to express socially desirable opinions when
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torture is coupled with counterterrorism, while other subgroups are more inclined towards

social desirability bias when international law is evoked. Because the casual direction of

conditional effects is not interpretable from the empirical analysis, we could also infer that

contextual factors increase the divide in opinion along partisan, ideological and gender lines.

4 Conclusion

Much work remains in order to more fully understand the theoretical implications of con-

ditional effects. Research consistently finds that the impacts of coercion and violence –

including human rights abuses,71 the use of military force,72 criminal punishment73 and

electoral violence74– depend on characteristics such as gender, partisanship and education.

Yet, these conditional effects are usually not of primary interest, and we lack theories to

guide our interpretation. While the sub-group analysis in this paper was exploratory, an

important avenue for future research is to develop theories and derive testable implications

around sub-group specific mechanisms of support for torture.75

The literature review conducted here reveals limits on the breadth of empirical evidence

on public opinion on torture in democracies. As most public opinion polls have been con-

ducted in the USA in the post-9/11 time period, we known most about how individuals feel

about torture in the context of counterterrorism. Even the few cross-national polls that have

been conducted maintain the focus on counterterrorism by asking specifically about govern-

ments’ treatment of terrorists.76 This is also true of academic surveys and experiments: most

studies, even those with British, German and Swedish samples, present war-time scenarios

and implicitly or explicitly insinuate the target is a “terrorist”, Muslim or Arab.7778 Yet,

we know from prior research on torture on the state level that the practice of torture spans

centuries, is regularly employed in many advanced democracies, is carried out by police as

well as militaries, and tends to target various types of marginalised groups and individuals

perceived as threatening or illegitimate, including racial minorities and political activists.79
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The danger of focusing on the counterterrorism context is that what we know about opin-

ions on torture is primarily based on survey questions and scenarios which create favourable

conditions for individuals to support torture.80

With additional research on individual attitudes across democracies and by employing

experiments to examine a greater diversity of conditions outside the context of terrorism, the

study of public opinion on torture can make important contributions to our understanding of

how domestic audiences can limit government human rights violations. Can publics constrain

state torture, if opinions are malleable? For public opposition to torture to temper govern-

ment actions, opposition to torture must be unaffected by the circumstances surrounding

the abuse.81 Further research on conditional effects can have particularly important impli-

cations: conditional effects tell us about the sub-groups that are most- and least-likely to

respond to variations in circumstances. If some groups’ opinions are more malleable than

others, this suggests that differences in how torture is described –in political discourse or

informational campaigns– can have a polarizing effect on public opinion, undermining the

unity necessary for policy change. On the other hand, if large segments of the public hold

categorical views on torture, variations in international law are unlikely to be broadly effec-

tive in shaping norms around human rights. For rights’ advocates and policy makers seeking

to protect human rights, systematic research on conditional effects can help to determine the

best strategies for mobilizing broad-based citizen opposition state torture, and to identify

the subgroups on whom should they focus their efforts.
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